
COURT OF LEGHORN 
ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURE AGAINST MOVABLES  

NO. 1145/2020 
AUCTION DATE: 22-03-2022 AT 09.00 

Auction by on-line asynchronous sale (1st attempt) 
 
 
SINGLE LOT 
Municipality:   
Address:   
Category: general cargo  
 
Full description: the m/v Tramper is a ship used for simultaneous carriage of various kinds of 
goods, both containerized and in bulk inside her holds. She is 100.50 meters long,  20.42 meters 
wide and her maximum height is 48.80 meters. Her DET tons carriage capacity is 8734 metric tons 
and she is equipped with two cranes having a lifting capacity of  275 tons each. Speed as per design 
conditions: 16.5 knots. Year of construction: 1999. 
 
Title on the asset on sale: Ownership  

Availability of the asset:   
 
Sale basic price: Euros 2,100,000/00 (value estimated in expertise: Euros 2,444,400/00)  
Minimum bid: Euros 1,575,000/00 (75% of the basic price)  
The bid is valid if it contains a price equivalent to or exceeding Euros 1,575,000/00 (minimum 
offer)  
Minimum raising: Euros 10,000.00  
Minimum deposit: equivalent to or exceeding 10% of the offered price (Euros 157,500.00)  
Official receiver:  

Appointed Professional: NOTARY Gian Luca CRISTIANI - email: gcristiani@notariato.it  
* Authority in charge of the on-line sale: Aste Giudiziarie Inlinea S.p.A. www.astegiudiziarie.it - 
0586/20141 - email: info@astegiudiziarie.it 
* Deposit to be remitted on the current account in the name of: Court of Leghorn 
* IBAN: IT05O0326814300052171922340 (I TI ZERO FIVE O ZERO THREE TWO SIX EIGHT 
ONE FOUR THREE ZERO ZERO ZERO FIVE TWO ONE SEVEN ONE NINE TWO TWO 
THREE FOUR ZERO) 
* Reason for payment: “Versamento cauzione” (“Deposit”) 
 
ATTENTION: the transfer must preferably be made by SEPA circuit, as this method makes it 
quicker and easier to return the deposit in the event of non-award. 
 
Please be also advised that the balance of the price must not be remitted on the deposit account, but 
on the account in the name of the procedure to be indicated by the authority in charge of the sale. 
 
* Time limit for submitting bids: 21-03-2022 at 12.00 
* Date and time of commencement of sale operations: 22-03-2022 at 09.00 
* Final date and time of the end of the on-line sale: 29-03-2022 at 12.00 



* Estimated extension (if any) of the auction: 15 minutes 
Interested parties can, free of charge: 
- acquire, from the Delegated Professional, information on the state of the property, on how to view 
the property and on how to take part in the sale; 
- receive assistance, from the on-line sale manager, for submitting the on-line bid. 
The Court does not make use of mediators and no compensation for mediation must be given 
to real estate agencies or other parties, either to view the property or for any other activity. 
 
Any further information (including: urban destination, building regularity, etc.) can be inferred from 
the appraisal report, which each interested party is obliged to examine, as well as from the 
information that will be given by the delegated professional. 


